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Three Books of Occult Philosophy 2021-11-23 three hardcover volumes in slipcase corrects the many
mistranslations copyist mistakes and errors introduced from other editions drawing on new
research and access to agrippa s source texts restores all of agrippa s original illustrations
presents a nearly complete bibliography of agrippa s primary sources one of the most important
texts in the western magical tradition for nearly 500 years heinrich cornelius agrippa s 1533
work three books of occult philosophy collates a multitude of sources from the classical medieval
and renaissance periods and organizes them into a coherent explanation of the magical world
divided into three parts the natural world the celestial world and the divine world the book
systematically explains the philosophy logic and methods of magic and astrology and how they work
the basis for 19th century magical orders such as the golden dawn and a primary source for
countless books on magical uses of stones herbs incense and astrology agrippa s many lists and
diagrams have proven invaluable to magicians since the 16th century yet until now all english
editions of agrippa s three books were based on the same flawed 1651 translation from the
mysterious j f in this new translation from the original 1533 latin edition eric purdue corrects
the many mistranslations copyist mistakes and errors introduced from other editions as well as
restores all of agrippa s original illustrations purdue notates every correction and offers
commentary drawing on major developments in the research of older magical and astrological texts
he also presents a nearly complete bibliography of agrippa s primary sources revealing agrippa as
a mainstream scholar of his day presenting the first new english translation of three books of
occult philosophy in more than 350 years this three volume hardcover boxed set repairs the gaps
in knowledge pervasive in the original translation and restores the magical spirit of agrippa s
masterpiece allowing us to hear agrippa speak again
Three Books of Occult Philosophy 2015-09-23 the three books of occult philosophy de occulta
philosophia libri iii was written during the 16th century by henry cornelius agrippa it involves
the study of elemental celestial and intellectual magic a study of the four elements astrology
kabbalah numbers angels and divine names along with the virtues and relationships that go with
them as well as methods for utilizing those relationships such as scrying alchemy and ceremonial
Three Books of Occult Philosophy Or Magic 1898 the work that influenced dr john dee and many many
other prominent occultists agrippa wrote his books in his early twenties but continually updated
and revised them over the following two decades
Three Books Of Occult Philosophy+Of Magical Ceremonies+Of Geomancy 2020-12-13 there are five
books by henry cornelius agrippa 1 three books of occult philosophy 2 of magical ceremonies 3 of
geomancy on occultism and magical practices
The Fourth Book of Occult Philosophy 2009 the fourth book of occult philosophy by henry cornelius
agrippa and unnamed others is considered one of the cornerstones of western magic and the
grimoires it contains are among the most important that exist in the western tradition for more
than three hundred years this mysterious tome has been regarded as difficult or even impossible
to understand until now occult scholar donald tyson presents a fully annotated corrected and
modernized edition of stephen skinner s 1978 facsimile edition of the original work which was six
tracts published as one volume in 1655 for the first time these classic works of western magic
have been rendered fully accessible to the novice practitioner as well as occult scholars and
skilled magicians tyson presents clear instruction and practical insight on a variety of magic
techniques providing contemporary magicians with a working grimoire of the arcane astrology
history geomancy ceremonial magic the nature of spirits angels and demons geomantic astronomy
necromancy invocation and evocation of spirits
Of Occult Philosophy or Magic 2018-01-08 henry cornelius agrippa descended from a noble family of
netteshim in belgia doctor of the laws and physick medicine master of the rols and judge of the
spirituall court from his youth he applyed his minde to learning and by his happy wit obtained
great knowledge in all arts and sciences afterwards also he followed the army of the princes and
for his valor was created knight in the field when je was by these means famous for learning and
arms about 1530 he gave his minde to writing and composed three books of occult philosophy
afterward an invective or cynicall declamation of the uncertainty and vanity of all things in
which he teacheth that there is no certainty in any thing but in the solid words of god and that
to lie hid in the eminency of gods word he also wrote an history of the double coronation of the
emperor charls and also of the excellency of the feminine sexe and of the apparitions of spirits
but seeing that he published commentaries on the ars brevis of raymundus lully ramon llull and
was very much addicted to occult philosophy and astrology there were those who thought that he
enjoyed commerce with devils whom notwithstanding he confuted in his published apology and shewed
that he kept himself within the bounds of art 1538 he wrote many learned orations which manifest
to all the excellency of his wit but especially ten the first on platoes benquet uttered in the
academy of tricina containing the praise of love the second on hermes trismegistus and of the
power and wisdom of god the third for one who was to receive his degree of doctor the fourth for
the lords of metz when he was chosen their advocate syndice and orator the fifth to the senate of
luxenburg for the lords of metz the sixth to salute the prince and bishop thereof written for the
lords of metz the seventh to salute as noble man written likewise for the lords of metz the
eighth for a certain kinsman of his a carmelite made bachelor of divinity when he received his
regency at paris the ninth for the son of cristiern king of denmary norway and sweden delivered
at the coming of the emperor the tenth at the funerall of the lady margret princess of austria
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and burgundy he wrote also a dialogue concerning man and a declamation of a disputable opinion
concerning originall sin to the bishop of cyrene an epistle to michael de arando bishop of saint
paul a complaint upon a calumny not proved printed at strasburg 1539 and therefore by these
monuments published the name of cornelius for his variety of learning was famous not only amongst
the germanes but also other nations for momus himself carpeth at all amongst the gods amongst the
heroes hercules hunteth after monsters amongst divels devils pluto the king of hell is angry with
all the ghosts amongst philosophers democritus laugheth at all things on the contrary heraclitus
weepeth at all things pirrhias is ignorant of all things and aristotle thinketh he knoweth all
things diogenes contemneth all things this agrippa spareth none he contemneth knows is ignorant
weeps laught is angry pursueth carps at all things being himself a philosopher a demon an heroes
hero a god and all things
Three Books of Occult Philosophy 2014-03 the vast store of magical lore within three books of
occult philosophy has been an essential resource for occultists since its original publication
nearly five centuries ago in this hardcover edition editor donald tyson presents these writings
in their complete form free from the hundreds of errors made in the original translation and
supplemented by notes and explanations to contextualize the material for the modern reader jacket
The Fourth Book of Occult Philosophy 2014-05-07 this is a new release of the original 1700
edition
Three Books of Occult Philosophy, 2016-03-22 three books of occult philosophy de occulta
philosophia libri iii is heinrich cornelius agrippa s study of occult philosophy acknowledged as
a significant contribution to the renaissance philosophical discussion concerning the powers of
ritual magic and its relationship with religion the three books deal with elemental celestial and
intellectual magic the books outline the four elements astrology kabbalah numbers angels god s
names the virtues and relationships with each other as well as methods of utilizing these
relationships and laws in medicine scrying alchemy ceremonies origins of what are from the hebrew
greek and chaldean context these arguments were common amongst other hermetic philosophers at the
time and before in fact agrippa s interpretation of magic is similar to the authors marsilio
ficino pico della mirandola and johann reuchlin s synthesis of magic and religion and emphasize
an exploration of nature unlike many grimoires of the time before and past these books are more
scholarly and intellectual than mysterious and foreboding these books are often read as
authoritative by those interested in the occult even today
Fourth Book of Occult Philosophy 1783 the fourth book of occult philosophy must be first by the
reader set aside from the triplicate works of heinrich agrippa the famous three books of the same
by virtue of its manufacture generally considered not to have been penned by agrippa himself but
rather by others influenced by his work running the gamut from celestial notations to summoning
in a sense not normally seen until a century later this fourth book is no less a genuine grimoire
than any of the texts dubiously ascribed to moses solomon adam hermes and other major figures
within renaissance magick its pages contain a great deal of occult lore especially with regards
to the classification of and sigils made for various spiritual entities both divine and infernal
as well as those natural forces usually classed aside from both of the same
Henry Cornelius Agrippa's Fourth Book of Occult Philosophy, and Geomancy 1654-01-01 also see the
theophania publishing edition of the three books of occult philosophy by heinrich cornelius
agrippa to the unprejudiced reader as the fall of man made himself and all other creatures
subject to vanity so by reason thereof the most noble and excellent arts wherewith the rational
soul was indued are by the rusty canker of time brought unto corruption for magick itself which
the ancients didso divinely contemplate is scandalized with bearing the badge of all diabolical
sorceries which are saith mirandula pauci intelligum multi reprehendunt ficut canes ignotos
semper allatrant few understand many reprehend and as dogs bark at those they know not so do many
condemn and hate the things they understand not many men there are that abhor the very name and
word magus because of simon magus who being indeed not magus but goes that is familiar with evil
spirits usurped that title but magicke and witchcraft are far differing sciences whereof pliny
being ignorant scoffeth thereat for nero saith pliny who had the most excellent magicians of the
east sent him by tyridates king of armenia who held that kingdom by him found the art after long
study and labour altogether ridiculous now witchcraft and sorcery are works done merely by the
devil which with respect unto some covenant made with man he acteth by men his instruments to
accomplish his evil ends of these the histories of all ages people and countries as also the holy
scriptures afford us sundry examples
The Fourth Book Of Occult Philosophy 2011-04 the magus or celestial intelligencer being a
complete system of occult philosophy is a handbook of the occult and ceremonial magic compiled by
francis barrett and published in 1801 this book facilitated the modern revival of magic by making
information from otherwise rare books readily available it may have influenced novelist edward
bulwer lytton and occultist eliphas levi more controversially it has been identified as an
influence on joseph smith jr founder of the latter day saint movement in reed c durham jr s
speech is there no help for the widow s son reproduction of 1801 edition
The Fourth Book of Occult Philosophy 2010-03-16 in the last half of 1509 and the first months of
1510 cornelius agrippa known in his day as a magician gathered together all the mystic lore he
had obtained by the energy and ardor of youth and compiled it into the elaborate system of magic
in three books known as occult philosophy the first book of which natural magic constitutes the
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present volume this is true and sublime occult philosophy to understand the mysterious influences
of the intellectual world upon the celestial and of both upon the terrestrial and to know how to
dispose and fit ourselves so as to be capable of receiving the superior operations of these
worlds whereby we may be enabled to operate wonderful things by a natural power to discover the
secret counsels of men to increase riches to overcome enemies to procure the favor of men to
expel diseases to preserve health to prolong life to renew youth to foretell future events to see
and know things done many miles off and such like as these these things may seem incredible yet
read but the ensuing treatise and thou shalt see the possibility confirmed both by reason and
example
The Magus 1985-01-01 the three books of occult philosophy de occulta philosophia libri iii was
written in the 16th century by henry cornelius agrippa it involves the study of occult powers of
ritual magic and its relationship with religion this version of book i was originally published
in 1898 and edited by willis f whitehead it involves the study of natural magic the nature of the
four elements the planets celestial signs geomancy amongst others
Of Occult Philosophy 2017-08-26 also available the theophania publishing edition of the fourth
book of occult philosophy by heinrich cornelius agrippa how magicians collect vertues from the
three fold world is declared in these three books seeing there is a three fold world elementary
celestiall and intellectual and every inferior is governed by its superior and receiveth the
influence of the vertues thereof so that the very original and chief worker of all doth by angels
the heavens stars elements animals plants metals and stones convey from himself the vertues of
his omnipotency upon us for whose service he made and created all these things wise men conceive
it no way irrationall that it should be possible for us to ascend by the same degrees through
each world to the same very originall world it self the maker of all things and first cause from
whence all things are and proceed and also toenjoy not only these vertues which are already in
the more excellent kind of things but also besides these to draw new vertues from above hence it
is that they seek after the vertues of the elementary world through the help of physick and
naturall philosophy in the various mixtions of naturall things then of the celestiall world in
the rayes and influences thereof according to the rules of astrologers and the doctrines of
mathematicians joyning the celestiall vertues to the former moreover they ratifie and confirm all
these with the powers of divers intelligencies through the sacred ceremonies of religions the
order and process of all these i shall endeavor to deliver in these three books whereof the forst
contains naturall magick the second celestiall and the third ceremoniall but i know not whether
it be an unpardonable presumption in me that i a man of so little judgement and learning should
in my very youth so confidently set upon a business so difficult so hard and intricate as this is
wherefore whatsoever things have here already and shall afterward be said by me i would not have
any one assent to them nor shall i my self any further then they shall be approved of by the
universall church and the congregation of the faithfull
The Philosophy Of Natural Magic 2013-12-07 this is a new release of the original 1700 edition
Three Books of Occult Philosophy 2011-03 this is a new release of the original 1925 edition
Three Books of Occult Philosophy 2014-03 a modern layout and typeset for all three book books as
well as their more contentious counterpart the fourth book of occult philosophy our source
material includes four original 16th century manuscripts in latin two original printings of the
fourth book in english that we used to compile the corresponding volume each of these original
manuscripts is available to download we drew from the 17th century english translation and used
the source material to cross check the original latin source and included omissions and errors
when they were encountered however these occurrences were negligible the entire work was cross
examined between the original latin and the 17th century translation page by page surprisingly
few errors were made and the translation even in 17th century english is enduring and quite easy
to read omissions and the occurrence of manuscript inconsistencies is another matter altogether
when these small anomalies appear we made sure to inform the reader and offer both the original
manuscript content side by side with the english translation in order to inform the reader and
eliminate any confusion the result is the most complete printing of agrippa s treatise in english
and quite likely in any form whatsoever the inclusion of the fourth book was not our intention
upon the outset of this project but were later convinced that it had it s place in this volume
regardless of it s credibility agrippa s four books is a hefty volume at 830 pages but it is
complete and would make a fine addition to your library
Three Books of Occult Philosophy Or Magic 2013-10 written by a legendary scholar of renaissance
esoterica this is the single most important text in the history of western occultism cornelius
agrippa 1486 1535 combined classical neoplatonic and hermetic philosophy with elements of the
jewish kabbalah and christianity to form a systematic exposition of occult knowledge agrippa s
view of divine order was subsequently eclipsed by the materialism and atheism of the
enlightenment but 500 years later his influential work endures as a cornerstone of mystic
literature in serious educated and accessible terms agrippa defines occultism and magic as a
natural means of attaining knowledge and power his explanations of planetary rulerships
enchantments sorceries types of divination and the interpretation of dreams offer an intriguing
array of possibilities improved health prolonged life increased wealth and enhanced foresight
this inexpensive edition of his classic study offers students of the history of ideas and occult
traditions an essential reference tool
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The Key Truths of Occult Philosophy 1998-06 has proved to be the most sought after set of books
on magic and alchemy ever published powerful work and considered so dangerous that for many years
rare copies could only be found in certain libraries locked away from the general public and from
those who would use or misuse its power original set first published in 1801 by author who spent
many years of study before releasing them includes rare illustrations from original sources
covers natural magic amulets and charms potions precious stones candles alchemy the philosophers
stone transmutation the four elements numbers and the planets
The Magus 2014-08-22 all three books of francis barrett s superb compendium of occult thought are
presented in this single volume complete with the original charts and illustrations an excellent
work which encompasses much of the occult lore to have emerged over the preceding centuries the
magus unites and presents occultist and alchemical wisdom in an organized and exhaustive manner
francis barrett designed this book to guide and imbue aspiring practitioners of the occult arts
with a working knowledge of the rituals and materials required commencing with magic we are
offered a comprehensive accounts of its capabilities and the tools needed for its use natural
magic is defined as are the many philters and potions which may be created and imbued with its
essence various historical examples of magicians who had for good or ill gained public notice for
their practices are given the later chapters meanwhile concern the properties of magical stones
such as the legendary philosophers stone and the arcane arts of combining creatures of nature and
the sometimes monstrous results the magus itself is termed the celestial intelligencer beginning
with a basic account of the four elements we traverse each in more detail before delving into the
more esoteric practices the symbolism of numbers and of the astronomical bodies of the heavens
are detailed sometimes with the help of charts the second book offers an occultist account of the
magnetism distinct from the magnetism of physics the occult magnetism is instead defined by an
attraction of two or more people to one another the various potions incantations and other
practices used to draw people together or apart are listed with some consideration given to
witchcraft the second book s later portions concern ceremonial magic whereby practitioners may
call upon spirits for insight or other purposes much of the book is concerned with the traits
necessary of the magician and the preparatory environs necessary to summon such spirits
illustrations of these beings who are various in appearance are appended to these pages the third
and final book offers a series of biographical accounts of those who led lives both active and
relevant to occultism figures such as zoroaster aristotle apuleius and henry cornelius agrippa
each receive a memoir summarizing their significance and contribution to the field of occultism
working in the occult for most of his life francis barrett ambitiously aimed to collect translate
and arrange the occult books of the previous centuries he hoped that occultism would regain great
popularity much as it had enjoyed in the past and offered lessons and tutoring in the practices
from his apartment in london although the magus escaped recognition and faded to obscurity it
later came to the attention of french magician eliphas levi who brought it to renewed prominence
decades after its author perished
Agrippa's Four Books of Occult Philosophy 2012-07-12 presents a history of occult origins and
developments with an account of the various schools of thought and points of view
Agrippa's Occult Philosophy 1999-07 agrippa von nettesheim was a counselor to charles the fifth
emperor of germany and judge of the prerogative court throughout his life he held a deep interest
in the occult and magic which led to writing a lengthy series of books on this topic in the first
volume of three books of occult philosophy or magic von nettesheim discusses a wide range of
concepts in occult beliefs mythology and magic and he has plenty to say with 74 chapters of
content numerous illustrations to cultivate greater understanding of content and a hefty index
for curious readers this book has the feel of a magic encyclopedia or reference book the book
begins with a lengthy exploration of the life and magical contributions of cornelius agrippa a
magician from the 1500s von nettesheim s respect for this man is blatant in his exploration of
the mystic lore and elaborate system of magic agrippa created both men share a deep interest in
natural magic and this commonality drives much of the rest of the book von nettesheim spends a
tremendous amount of time exploring the key tenets of natural magic the connections between
nature and the human mind the connections between nature and the human body and the connections
between the human mind and the human body three books of occult philosophy or magic vol 1
explores an incredible world of myth and magic it would be an interesting read for anyone
intrigued by magic the history of magic occultism cornelius agrippa natural magic or historical
accounts from the nineteenth century a powerful beginning to this series as von nettesheim
establishes a great beginning to what promises to be an interesting and in depth exploration of
magic across several books about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works
The Magus Book 1 2017-09-02 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the
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original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the
original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you
may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Magus a Complete System of Occult Philosophy in Three Books 1967 an exact reproduction of the
original book three books of occult philosophy or magic by henry cornelius agrippa first
published in 1897 this book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact or were introduced
by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally important and despite the
imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to
the preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the imperfections
in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable book
The Magus, or Celestial Intelligencer; being a Complete System of Occult Philosophy 2001 in this
work which we have written chiefly for the information of those who are curious and indefatigable
in their enquiries into occult knowledge we have at a vast labour and expence both of time and
charges collected whatsoever can be deemed curious and rare in regard to the subject of our
speculations in natural magic the cabala celestial and ceremonial magic alchymy and magnetism and
have divided it into two books sub divided into parts to which we have added a third book
containing a biographical account of the lives of those great men who were famous and renowned
for their knowledge shewing upon whose authority this science of magic is founded and upon what
principles to which we have annexed a great variety of notes wherein we have impartially examined
the probability of the existence of magic both of the good and bad species in the earliest as
well as in the latter ages of the world we have exhibited a vast number of rare experiments in
the course of this treatise many of which delivered in the beginning are founded upon the simple
application of actives to passives the others are of a higher speculation
Occult Philosophy 2015-06-02 three books of occult philosophy or magic is a seminal work of
renaissance esotericism by the german philosopher and occultist heinrich cornelius agrippa first
published in 1531 it offers a comprehensive overview of the magical and occult traditions of the
time from astrology and alchemy to the invocation of spirits and demons this book has had a
profound influence on the development of western esotericism and has been a source of inspiration
for countless generations of occultists and magicians this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within
the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work
is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Three Books of Occult Philosophy or Magic 2016-08-28 the magus or celestial intelligencer being a
complete system of occult philosophy is a handbook of the occult and ceremonial magic this is
book 1 of 2 few people even today know that the magus is a compilation almost entirely consisting
of selections from cornelius agrippa s three books of occult philosophy the fourth book of occult
philosophy attributed to agrippa and the robert turner s 1655 translation of the heptameron of
peter of abano barrett made a few modifications and modernized the spelling and syntax of these
selections it deals with the natural magic of herbs and stones magnetism talismanic magic alchemy
numerology the elements and biographies of famous adepts from history
3 BKS OF OCCULT PHILOSOPHY OR 1901 this work is a modern study of agrippa s occult philosophy as
a coherent part of his intellectual work it challenges traditional interpretations of agrippa as
an intellectual dilettante and uses modern theory and philosophy o elucidate the intricacies of
his thought
Three Books of Occult Philosophy Or Magic 2012-08-19 1908 contents the relation of sex marriage
parenthood physical psychic development mental spiritual development focusing forces mental
repulsion mental attraction death after death index
Three Books of Occult Philosophy Or Magic 2019-01-09 three books of occult philosophy de occulta
philosophia libri tres is heinrich cornelius agrippa s study of occult philosophy acknowledged as
a significant contribution to the renaissance philosophical discussion concerning the powers of
ritual magic and its relationship with religion the three books deal with natural or elemental
celestial and intellectual magic the books outline the four elements astrology kabbalah numbers
angels god s names the virtues and relationships with each other as well as methods of utilizing
these relationships and laws in medicine scrying alchemy ceremonies origins of what are from the
hebrew greek and chaldean context these discussions were common amongst other hermetic
philosophers at the time and before in fact agrippa s interpretation of magic is similar to
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several contemporary authors synthesis of magic and religion and emphasize an exploration of
nature compared to the many grimoires of the time these books are scholarly works and as such
these books are still read by those you study the occult today both as primary sources of
renaissance occultism and as inspiration for modern occult works
The Magus 2023-07-18 all three books of francis barrett s superb compendium of occult thought are
presented in this single volume complete with the original charts and illustrations commencing
with magic we are offered a comprehensive accounts of its capabilities and the tools needed for
its use natural magic is defined as are the many philters and potions which may be created and
imbued with its essence various historical examples of magicians who had for good or ill gained
public notice for their practices are given the later chapters meanwhile concern the properties
of magical stones such as the legendary philosophers stone and the arcane arts of combining
creatures of nature and the sometimes monstrous results the magus itself is termed the celestial
intelligencer beginning with a basic account of the four elements we traverse each in more detail
before delving into the more esoteric practices the symbolism of numbers and of the astronomical
bodies of the heavens are detailed sometimes with charts
Three Books of Occult Philosophy Or Magic 2018-07-17 agrippa is known for three books natural
magic celestial magic and ceremonial magic until donald tyson translated books 2 and 3 in 1993
agrippa s work was not available in english schrodter has taken portions of these books published
in german and added his own notes and research showing that some of the points agrippa was making
are still valid today
The Magus, a Complete System of Occult Philosophy, Book 1 2003-12-01
The Language of Demons and Angels 1996-09
Occult Philosophy 2020-05-15
The Philosophy of Natural Magic 1925
Key Truths of Occult Philosophy 2018-08-28
The Magus: A Complete System of Occult Philosophy, Alchemy and Magic Lore in Three Books
2000-01-01
Commentaries on The Occult Philosophy of Agrippa
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